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Modern cloud block service provides cloud users with virtual block disks (VDisks), and it usually relies on a
forwarding layer consisting of multiple proxy servers to forward the block-level writes from applications to
the underlying distributed storage. However, we discover that severe tra�c imbalance exists among the proxy
servers at the forwarding layer, thus creating a performance bottleneck which severely prolongs the latency
of accessing VDisks. Worse yet, due to the diverse access patterns of VDisks, stable tra�c and burst tra�c
coexist at the forwarding layer, and thus making existing load balancing designs ine�cient for balancing the
tra�c at the forwarding layer of VDisks, as they are unaware of and also lacks the ability to di�erentiate the
decomposable burst and stable tra�c. To this end, we propose a novel tra�c forwarding scheme Di�Forward
for cloud block services. Di�Forward di�erentiates the burst tra�c from stable tra�c in an accurate and
e�cient way at the client side, then it forwards the burst tra�c to a decentralized distributed log store to
realize real-time load balance by writing the data in a round-robin manner and balances the stable tra�c
by segmentation. Di�Forward also judiciously coordinates the stable and burst tra�c and preserves strong
consistency under di�erentiated forwarding. Extensive experiments with reallife workloads on our prototype
show that Di�Forward e�ectively balances the tra�c at the forwarding layer at a �ne-grained subsecond
level, thus signi�cantly reducing the write latency of VDisks.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Cloud block service, e.g., AWS EBS [4], Alibaba Block Service [1] and Azure Disk Storage [48],
is a key storage infrastructure on the cloud, and it is being widely adopted to support diverse
applications, e.g., virtual desktop [18, 66], big data processing [27, 73], databases [25, 28], web
services [13, 33], and etc. For cloud users, cloud block service provides virtual block disks (VDisks)
to enable them to seamlessly and elastically deploy their applications on the cloud. For cloud
vendors, it allows them to realize more e�cient resource provisioning by pooling storage resources.

Modern cloud block service often employs the layered architecture which consists of three
layers, the client layer, the forwarding layer and the storage layer (see Figure 1(a) in §2.1) [75]. In
the client layer, each VDisk has a stateless thin client, which fetches the block requests from the
application/VM running in the VDisk, and then sends the requests to a speci�ed proxy server in
the forwarding layer. Proxy servers in the forwarding layer translate the received block requests to
the lower-level reads/writes that can be processed by the storage layer, and then forwards them to
the storage layer to realize actual storage on physical storage devices. Usually the storage layer
implements a distributed storage to persist data, and it provides the forwarding layer as a simple
abstraction of a large storage space. To forward a block request from a VDisk to the underlying
storage layer, the proxy server maintains an AddressMap which maps the o�set in the VDisk to the
data location in the storage layer. One bene�t of this architecture is that the I/Os in the storage
layer can be well balanced by forwarding each VDisk’s data to multiple storage servers and devices
at a �ne granularity, e.g., at the granularity of data chunks [44, 71].

In this work, we �rst show the forwarding layer faces severe tra�c imbalance, especially when
we measure the tra�c at subsecond time scale. For example, by analyzing the publicly available
cloud block service workload [2], as the time interval of measuring tra�c narrows down from
100s to 100ms, the CoV of the tra�cs among proxy servers increases from 0.38 to 1.01, indicating a
signi�cant imbalance aggravation when the timescale reaches subsecond level, and the imbalanced
tra�c also causes a severe latency degradation, e.g., the 99-percentile latency increases to 9.6⇥
even when the average network bandwidth utilization is only 40%. The tra�c imbalance is mainly
caused due to the following two reasons. First, the tra�c at the proxy servers are write-dominant,
e.g., the write ratio can be over 70% of the overall tra�c [40, 44, 67], this is because caching is
often deployed at the application side and thus absorbs most reads [10, 26, 35, 41, 45, 52]. To avoid
high concurrency control overhead, the stateful AddressMap corresponding to the same VDisk is
not shared by multiple proxy servers, so a VDisk is bound to a speci�ed proxy server, and thus
the tra�c from this VDisk must be forwarded by a particular proxy server. Second, tra�cs from
di�erent VDisks are usually highly skewed [40], for example, for the cloud block trace [2], the
top 2% write-intensive VDisks generate over 40 times more requests than the average tra�c over
all VDisks. Therefore, the proxy servers handling intensive VDisks receive much more tra�c and
signi�cantly increase the network queueing delay.
By thoroughly investigating the tra�c of 1000 VDisks from the publicly available cloud block

service workload [2], we have a key observation on the tra�c patterns. The tra�c of VDisks can
be decomposed as stable tra�c and burst tra�c, and the coexistence of the two tra�c patterns
substantially exacerbates the tra�c imbalance at a �ne time granularity, e.g., subsecond time
scale. We also �nd that the decomposable stable and burst tra�c are mainly generated by two
kinds of accesses to VDisks. Speci�cally, as cloud block service inherently supports a wide variety
of applications, di�erent applications may simultaneously run on VDisks. However, di�erent
applications may have di�erent patterns of accessing VDisks, thus having di�erent spatial and
temporal characteristics. In particular, interactive or real-time applications like e-commerce [33],
IoT applications [11], and audio/video streaming [17, 34, 72] continuously append data to the
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underlying storage like �le systems (e.g., HDFS [56]) or KV stores (e.g., LevelDB [28] and Cassandra
[14]), so they induce large sequential writes to VDisks and thus make the tra�c stable in a relatively
long time interval (e.g., relative constant tra�c rate), which we call “stable tra�c”. On the other
hand, batch processing tasks (e.g., MapReduce [27] and Spark [73]) are simultaneously executed to
analyze collected data, and they consist of many parallel sub-tasks that persist intermediate results
into temporary �les at the end of each epoch, intermittently generating intensive random writes
and leading to heavy tra�c at a very short time period, which we call “burst tra�c”.

Great e�orts are also made to address the load balance problem in conventional storage systems,
and they can be classi�ed into three categories: (1) segmentation [7, 12, 23], which can be applied at
the forwarding layer by dividing each VDisk into multiple small-size segments and using a separate
proxy server to forward the tra�c from each segment; (2) migration [21, 30, 39], which can be used
to migrate the high-tra�c VDisk/segment from heavy-loaded proxy server to light-loaded proxy
server; (3) replication [5, 58, 61], which can also be applied by replicating each VDisk/segment
with multiple replicas and distribute them on multiple proxy servers. However, these approaches
are ine�cient to address the tra�c imbalance problem at the forwarding layer of cloud block
service. The main reason is that the tra�c at the forwarding layer can be decoupled as stable
and burst tra�c as they are induced by two di�erent VDisk access patterns, while the above
approaches are not aware of this tra�c feature, so they do not leverage it for tra�c balancing.
Also, they lack the ability to di�erentiate burst tra�c and stable tra�c, so they all uniformly treat
the aggregated tra�c for tra�c balancing. Experiments on our prototype also demonstrate the
ine�ciency of these approaches. For example, for the same workload mentioned above, at the
time scale of 100ms, the coe�cient of variation (CoV) of the tra�cs among proxy servers is 1.01,
while it only decreases to 0.67 and 0.71 when using segmentation and migration, respectively.
Despite replication balances tra�c well, it induces expensive replica synchronization overhead to
guarantee consistency, thus leading to a similar or even worse performance in latency compared
with segmentation and migration (see §5.2 for details). Worse yet, we �nd that these approaches are
also not suitable for balancing the burst tra�c at the forwarding layer. Speci�cally, segmentation
generates too many small segments and burdens the address map management at proxy servers,
migration moves large amount of data and usually works only for stable tra�c, and replication
requires expensive synchronization among replicas to guarantee strong consistency required at the
forwarding layer.

In this paper, we design a new tra�c forwarding schemeDi�Forward by leveraging di�erentiated
forwarding, and also implement a prototype. Di�Forward realizes e�cient tra�c balance at a �ne-
grained time granularity (e.g., at 100ms) at the forwarding layer of cloud block services. Speci�cally,
for each VDisk, Di�Forward �rst judiciously di�erentiates its burst tra�c from stable tra�c at the
client side. Then the burst tra�c is directed to decentralized distributed logs, which realize real-time
balance by writing to proxy servers in a round-robin manner. For the stable tra�c, it is balanced
by leveraging the segmentation scheme which divides each VDisk into smaller segments with
individual proxies. Meanwhile, Di�Forward continuously merges data in logs back to the storage
layer at background with a careful coordination with foreground writes to reduce the log size with
low overhead. In addition, we also design a lightweight index at each VDisk’s client for Di�Forward
to help retrieve data from logs, while preserving strong consistency under di�erentiated tra�c
forwarding. Our contributions are summarized as follows.

• We analyze the publicly available real-world workload traces and demonstrate the consistent
imbalance of tra�cs at the forwarding layer of cloud block services. We also investigate the
ine�ciency of three commonly used load balancing approaches in distributed storage systems,
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Fig. 1. Illustration on the architecture of a cloud block service and the detailed write path.

and analyze the special access patterns of VDisks to reveal the reasoning of burst tra�c and
motivate our new tra�c forwarding design.

• We design Di�Forward, which realizes di�erentiated tra�c forwarding via several techniques: (i)
accurate burst tra�c detection at the client side of VDisks, (ii) a decentralized distributed log store
to achieve real-time balance of burst tra�c, (iii) asynchronous log merging that is well coordinated
with foreground tra�c, and (iv) a lightweight client-side index to help read data from logs and
preserve strong consistency.

• We implement a prototype of a cloud block service by following the three-layer architecture
and integrating the di�erentiated forwarding scheme. We implement both the client layer and
forwarding layer from scratch, and leverage Ceph Rados [70] as the underlying distributed
storage. Experiments show that Di�Forward outperforms all the three categories of existing
load balancing approaches. In particular, it decreases the CoV by up to 65%. It also reduces the
average write latency by up to 44% and improves the 99-percentile write latency by up to 78%
under various network con�gurations and workloads.
The source code of Di�Forward is at https://github.com/wzhzhu/Di�Forward.

2 BACKGROUND ANDMOTIVATION
In this section, we �rst introduce the three-layer architecture of modern cloud block services (§2.1),
and analyze the tra�c imbalance issue at the forwarding layer (§2.2). Then we introduce existing
load balancing approaches and analyze their limitations for balancing the forwarding tra�c (§2.4).
Finally, we motivate our design by analyzing the tra�c patterns at the forwarding layer (§2.3).

2.1 Cloud Block Service Architecture
Cloud block service provides computing instances (VMs rent by cloud users) with VDisks to ful�ll
the storage need of diverse applications on the cloud. Figure 1(a) depicts the general architecture
of a cloud block service, which is composed of three layers, i.e., client layer, forwarding layer, and
storage layer [75]. In the client layer, the VDisks’ clients simply take block requests from VMs and
deliver them to proxy servers. In the forwarding layer, as illustrated in Figure 1(b), each proxy
server maintains a local AddressMap, which records the mapping from the o�sets at a VDisk to
the data location in the storage layer. When a proxy server receives the block-level requests from
client, it �rst translates them into low-level reads/writes according to the local AddressMap, then
forwards them to the storage layer for data persistence. The storage layer consists of a distributed
storage core, which is commonly a distributed �le system or an object store, and it provides a
uni�ed storage space for storing the data from all VDisks.
Note that the bene�ts of integrating a forwarding layer are two fold. First, as the processing of

the block-level requests from VMs and the stateful metadata are pushed down to the forwarding
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Fig. 2. Tra�ic imbalance among proxy servers and its impact on latency.

layer, the clients can be simpli�ed so VMs can quickly reconnect to VDisks after VM migration,
thus supporting seamless computing resource scaling on the cloud [32, 51, 55]. Second, since the
AddressMaps record the actual data positions in the storage layer, the data from VDisks can be
evenly spread across storage servers, thus the balance of I/O loads in the underlying storage can be
well realized [44, 71]. However, we point out that if the tra�c to a proxy server becomes too heavy,
then the tra�c may be blocked due to the limited network bandwidth and processing power of the
NIC at the proxy server. This is because the NIC at the proxy server has to process every request
by �rst writing data to memory and then informing the CPU to fetch data to �nish the following
steps of tra�c forwarding (see Figure 1(c)).

While substantially optimizing its architecture to o�er more great features, cloud block service
retains a block-level compatible interface and strong consistency as traditional physical block
devices, so as to allow server-based applications to seamlessly migrate to the cloud. Albeit some
research work has explored the possibility of improving performance by relaxing some of block
service’s semantic guarantee [47], in this paper we opt to preserve these requirements, such as
strong consistency, which are essential especially for large-scale public clouds.

2.2 Imbalance of Forwarding Tra�ic
The three-layer architecture brings a new tra�c imbalance issue in the critical forwarding layer.
Since proxies at the forwarding layer are stateful, requests of a VDisk must be delivered to the
�xed proxy that stores its AddressMap, instead of an arbitrary proxy as in conventional stateless
services like Nginx [59]. Considering that VDisks support diverse applications with very di�erent
tra�c intensities and patterns, tra�cs at di�erent proxy servers are usually unevenly distributed.
Besides, we note that the tra�c imbalance at the forwarding layer is mainly caused by small writes,
For example, write tra�c may take up 75% of the total tra�c, and 75% of writes are no larger than
16 KiB [40]. This is because reads are mostly absorbed by the widely-used cache at the VM side
[10, 26, 45, 52], and large I/Os are also split by BIO splitting in the block layer of VM kernels.
To further demonstrate the tra�c imbalance at the forwarding layer, we analyze large-scale

production trace (see §2.3 for details). Figure 2(a) �rst shows the coe�cient of variation (CoV) and
Max/Min of the tra�cs at di�erent proxy servers. We see that as the length of time interval changes
from 100s to 100ms, CoV increases from 0.38 to 1.01, implying very severe tra�c imbalance among
servers, while the Max/Min increases from 2.8 to 50.5, meaning that the most-loaded server has
over 50 times more tra�c than the least-loaded one. Figure 2(b) further shows the dynamics of
three tra�c patterns in 5 minutes, i.e., the tra�c of the most-loaded server (Max), the average tra�c
over all servers (Mean), and the tra�c of the least-loaded server (Min). We see that tra�c spikes
are very common if we observe at a small time granularity (e.g., 100 ms), especially for the tra�c
at the most-loaded proxy server. Besides, as the tra�c spikes from di�erent VDisks may appear
simultaneously, the imbalance is more serious in high-tra�c intervals than low-tra�c intervals, e.g.,
as shown in Figure 2(c), the tra�c in the case when the ratio between the maximum tra�c and the
minimum tra�c is larger than 58 accounts for more than 50%. Due to the tra�c imbalance, tra�c
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at heavy-loaded servers may be blocked at the network, thus increasing the latency. To show the
impact of tra�c imbalance on latency, we further investigate the average and P99 tail latency under
di�erent network utilizations. Figure 2(d) shows that both the average and P99 latency severely
increase when network utilization increases because of processing the heavier tra�c.

Since block service is widely adopted to support latency-critical applications, e.g., interactive web
applications, its prolonged latency directly impairs the �uidity and predictability of applications’
response time [58]. Moreover, as requests from these applications are often broken into sub-requests
whose responses are aggregated to produce the ultimate results, even temporary latency spikes
may signi�cantly degrade end-to-end latency [3]. All these necessitate e�ective tra�c balancing
for block service to improve its average and P99 tail latency.

2.3 Tra�ic Analysis and Key Findings
To explore the potentials of improving tra�c balance at the forwarding layer, we investigate a
real-world trace to reveal the key features of VDisk tra�c patterns, and then present our key
�ndings on the reasons resulting in the VDisk tra�c patterns.
Coexistence of stable tra�c and burst tra�c.We �nd that the tra�c of each VDisk over a long
time period can be decoupled as stable tra�c and burst tra�c. For example, Figure 3(a) - 3(c) show
the tra�c patterns in 2 minutes of three VDisks from a publicly available real-world trace (Alibaba
Block Trace [2]). Note that the tra�c is observed at a �ne time granularity, e.g., 100ms, that is, each
vertical line in the �gure represents the total tra�c in a 100ms interval. We can see that severe
tra�c spikes commonly exist, while the tra�cs can be classi�ed into two categories, one is the
stable tra�c which has a similar size in di�erent time intervals, and the other is the burst tra�c
which corresponds to the large spikes shown in the �gures.
Observation. The coexistence of stable and burst tra�c comes from the fact that applications
running on VDisks mainly exhibit two di�erent access patterns. On the one hand, interactive
or real-time applications like e-commerce [33], IoT applications [11], and audio/video streaming
[17, 34, 72] continuously append data to the underlying storage like �le systems (e.g., HDFS [56])
or KV stores (e.g., LevelDB [28], Cassandra [14]). On the other hand, batch processing tasks (e.g.,
MapReduce [27] and Spark [73]) are simultaneously executed to analyze collected data, which
consist of parallel sub-tasks that persist intermediate results into temporary �les at the end of each
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epoch, intermittently generating intensive random writes. The above two di�erent accesses lead to
two di�erent patterns of tra�c at each VDisk. In particular, if sequential writes are dominated in a
time interval, then the tra�c size is usually stable, and thus generating stable tra�c. In contrast, if
a large amount of random writes are issued in a time interval, then the tra�c in this interval may
become very heavy, thus generating burst tra�c.
Our investigation on the publicly available real-world trace (Alibaba Block Trace [2]) also

validates the above understanding. For example, Figure 4(a) shows the visited o�sets of a particular
VDisk (denoted as +⇡8B:1) at 100ms time scale during a 2-minute period. We see that sequential
writes continuously visit small address ranges (represented by the horizontal lines in the �gure),
random writes also occasionally appear, and they visit across a large address range (represented
by the vertical lines). As a result, these two access patterns generate the stable and burst tra�c,
respectively, as shown in Figure 3(a). We also study the access patterns of other VDisks, and observe
a similar conclusion. In the interest of space, we show only two typical VDisks in Figure 4(b)
and Figure 4(c), and their corresponding tra�c patterns are shown in Figure 3(b) and Figure 3(c),
respectively. Furthermore, for all VDisks, if we use ( and % to represent the tra�c size and the
proportion of random writes during each time interval, then we �nd that the average Spearman
Coe�cient of ( and % lies at ~0.61, indicating strong correlation between burst tra�c and intensive
random writes, which further validates our �nding.

2.4 Existing Balancing Approaches and Their Limitations
Existing load balancing approaches can be classi�ed into three classes [7, 12, 21, 23, 30, 39, 47, 58].
In the following, we �rst summarize their key ideas, then study their e�ect on balancing the tra�c
at the forwarding layer, and �nally analyze the key reasons of their ine�ciency.
Segmentation. The approach of segmentation divides each VDisk’s address space into = smaller
segments, then uses = proxies, which are randomly placed at di�erent proxy servers, by assigning
each segment with a separate proxy. By doing this, the heavy tra�c of a VDisk is distributed to
multiple proxies at di�erent servers, thus bene�ting the load balance. In practical implementation,
striping is widely used in splitting the address space, thus each segment may consist of multiple
small address spaces uniformly scattered in the whole address space. Speci�cally, each VDisk’s
address space is �rst logically divided into very small strips, e.g., 64KiB, then all strips are assigned
to segments in a round-robin manner [47]. For example, suppose that a 1TiB VDisk is split into
four 256GiB segments, say B46<4=C0 ~ B46<4=C3, then the four small address ranges 0 ~ 64KiB, 64 ~
128KiB, 128 ~ 192KiB, and 192KiB ~ 256KiB are assigned to B46<4=C0 ~ B46<4=C3, respectively. Thus,
sequential access (e.g., 0 ~ 256KiB) will be balanced across segments placed at di�erent servers.
Migration. The key idea of migration is to predict the tra�c of VDisks/segments and then move
high-tra�c VDisks/segments from heavy-loaded servers to light-loaded servers, so as to balance
the tra�c. The performance of migration strongly depends on the prediction accuracy. Usually,
two prediction strategies are widely adopted. The �rst strategy is to simply use the average tra�c
during the last time interval as a prediction in the next interval. The second strategy uses the
method of Exponentially Weighted Moving Average (EWMA) by considering multiple historical
intervals [20], and it can be formulated as %C+1 = ⇢,"�C = U · AC + (1� U) · ⇢,"�C�1, where %C+1
is the predicted value for interval C + 1, U is a weight factor and AC is the real value at interval C .
Replication. Replication leverages the bene�t of “power of 3 choices” to balance load. It �rst
replicates the proxy of a VDisk/segment into 3 replicas with exactly the same AddressMap, and
locates them at di�erent servers. Then each VDisk/segment records the position of its 3 replicas at
the client. Upon receiving a request from VMs, the client selects the “least-loaded” one out of the
3 proxy replicas to forward the request. In terms of selecting the proxy replica, we focus on the
state-of-the-art policy developed in C3 [58], which can be described as follows. For each server
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B , a client maintains a counter @B that represents the number of all requests waiting at B , and an
instantaneous count of its own outstanding requests >B (the requests without receiving responses
yet). Then the client estimates the queue size (@̂B ) of each server as @̂B = 1 + >BB ·F + @B , whereF
is a weight factor which is usually set as the number of concurrent clients. Finally, the client will
select the replica that has the minimum queue size @̂B .
E�ect on tra�c balance. To investigate the e�ect of existing approaches on balancing the tra�c
at forwarding layer, we implement them in our prototype of a cloud block service and evaluate their
performance. We set the segment size as 64GiB to limit the overhead at the client side, and set the
time scale as 100ms as the tra�c spikes becomes severe at this time scale without load balancing.
For replication, we adopt chain replication [65], which updates the AddressMap from the replica
at head to tail before acknowledging a write request (see §5.4 for details of other settings). Figure
5(a) and 5(b) show the imbalance metrics of CoV and Max/Min, and Figure 5(c) and 5(d) show the
average and P99 latency. We see that the tra�c is still very unbalanced for both segmentation and
migration, e.g., the CoV is still up to 0.67 and 0.71, and the maximum tra�c is still more than 10⇥ of
the minimum tra�c. Replication performs much better in terms of tra�c balance, but it only has a
similar P99 latency and even worse average latency, because of the large overhead of synchronizing
the AddressMap required by strong consistency at the forwarding layer.
Ine�ciency analysis. Note that existing approaches are ine�cient to address the tra�c imbalance
problem at the forwarding layer, because they are unaware of the decomposable stable and burst
tra�c, but simply treat all the accumulated tra�c in the same way. Furthermore, as these approaches
also lack the ability to accurately di�erentiate the burst tra�c from stable tra�c, it is also not a
good choice to directly apply them to address the tra�c imbalance problem at the forwarding layer.
Speci�cally, for segmentation, balancing the burst tra�c needs to divide the VDisk into very small
segments, as the capacity of each VDisk can be hundreds of gigabytes, using too small segment size
inevitably generates lots of segments and introduces high overhead of metadata management at the
client side. However, complicated design at clients should be avoided as it prohibits scalability and
also eliminates the bene�ts of the three-layer architecture of cloud block services. On the other hand,
using large segment size can reduce the metadata management overhead, but it limits the bene�t of
balancing burst tra�c. For migration, it is usually used by assuming to have a stable tra�c, while
facing challenges to deal with instantaneous tra�c spikes. One reason is that it is hard to accurately
predict highly changing tra�c, especially at a small time granularity. For example, for the workload
we studied in §2.3, even if we set the time interval of tra�c prediction as 5s, the relative error
between the estimated tra�c and the real value is still larger than 100% even using the sophisticated
method EWMA. This implies that the prediction is even not better than a random guess. If we
reduce the length of prediction interval to 100ms, which is comparable to the time granularity of
observing tra�c spikes at the forwarding layer, then the relative error increases to 200%, making
it impractical to perform migration even the migration overhead could be completely ignored.
Finally, for replication, it must introduce a large synchronization overhead, as the forwarding layer
manages the metadata, e.g., the AddressMap, thus requiring strong consistency.
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2.5 Main Idea and Key Challenges
Main idea. As stable and burst tra�c patterns coexist and induce the tra�c dynamics, uniformly
processing the coexisted tra�c is challenging to realize a good balance. Our main idea is to decouple
these two kinds of tra�cs at a small time granularity, e.g., 100ms time scale, then we can leverage
di�erent designs to balance the stable and burst tra�cs more e�ciently. For example, stable tra�c
can be well balanced with segmentation, while still limiting the overhead at the client side. As for
the burst tra�c, as long as its total size is not large, it is also much easier to develop a specialized
new forwarding design to realize good balance with low overhead, and we leverage distributed
logs to evenly distribute the burst tra�c across proxy servers.
Challenges. However, to realize the idea of di�erentiated forwarding, we face multiple key design
challenges, which are summarized as follows.

• Di�erentiating burst tra�c with high accuracy and low overhead. To leverage di�erenti-
ated forwarding to balance burst tra�c and stable tra�c separately, the �rst key challenge is to
accurately identify the burst tra�c in a timely manner. Furthermore, as the tra�c must be di�er-
entiated before sending to proxy servers, the identi�cation can only be executed at clients, thus
requiring a very lightweight design, so as to keep the clients of VDisks being agile and �exible.
Therefore, we must fully exploit the access patterns of VDisks to design a simple yet e�ective
tra�c di�erentiation algorithm to achieve high accuracy and low overhead simultaneously.

• E�cient design of distributed logs. Burst tra�c can be well balanced by leveraging distributed
logs. But it not only needs to achieve tra�c balance at subsecond time scale under highly
concurrent burst tra�c from numerous VDisks, but also should avoid potential write con�icts to
ensure high performance of concurrent writes from di�erent VDisks. Besides, it is also required
to provide a clean and compact data layout in the log so as to e�ciently serve subsequent read
operations. Naively distributing the burst tra�c among proxy servers (e.g., random) is hard
to satisfy these requirements simultaneously. Thus, both the placement of log entries and the
log structure need to be carefully designed to ful�ll the above goals of burst tra�c balancing,
concurrent writes and e�cient reads.

• Fast log merging while minimizing network contention. The distributed logs introduce
extra overhead, including the storage consumption and extra indexing overhead to retrieve data
from logs. So the logs can only be used as a temporary store to process the burst tra�c, and
need to be �nally merged into the underlying storage layer so as to reduce the log size. However,
log merging consumes extra network bandwidth, naively merging the logs could incur severe
contention with foreground requests, prolonging VDisks’ latency. While limiting the merging
speed at a low rate could mitigate the contention, it easily leads to extremely large logs. To
address this issue, we must carefully coordinate the log merging procedure with foreground
requests, so as to timely merge logs and minimize the network contention.

• Rapidly retrieving fresh data from distributed logs. Despite logs are write-friendly for
their append-only feature, searching data from them is fairly time consuming. Therefore, we
must maintain an e�cient index at the clients to help rapidly retrieve data from distributed logs.
However, one subtle thing is that with logs being continuously merged to the underlying storage
layer, the locations of some data might be altered without being perceived by the index, leading
to accumulation of outdated records, which not only face the risk of returning expired data but
also multiply the index’s size. To solve this problem, an e�cient index at the clients must be
developed, and it must timely remove outdated records as distributed logs are merged, so as to
keep the index being lightweight and ensure consistency.
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3 DESIGN OF DIFFFORWARD
We present Di�Forward, a novel forwarding scheme for cloud block service, which di�erentiates
stable tra�c and burst tra�c to balance the workloads in forwarding layer. We �rst introduce its
overall architecture (§3.1) and then elaborate the speci�c techniques (§3.2-§3.5).

3.1 Overview
As shown in Figure 6, Di�Forward mainly consists of four components, burst tra�c detection,
distributed log store, asynchronous log merging and lightweight client-side index.
• Burst tra�c detection. Di�Forward judiciously di�erentiates burst tra�c from stable tra�c
at each VDisk client by identifying the tra�c intensity and randomness of accessing VDisk
address. With a carefully designed algorithm, it could detect burst tra�c with high accuracy
while incurring small CPU and memory consumption.

• Distributed log store. Di�Forward migrates burst tra�c to a distributed log store residing in all
forwarding servers to balance workload in real time. Its log structure is judiciously designed to
ensure writing e�ciency under highly concurrent VDisks, so as to support e�cient point query
(fetching target data from the log) and range query (traversing the log).

• Asynchronous log merging. Di�Forward asynchronously gathers logs from distributed log
store via range query, and merges them to the underlying storage layer. During this, Di�Forward
�nely coordinates background and foreground tra�c to avoid network contention and to fully
utilize idle network bandwidth to minimize the log size and management overhead.

• Lightweight client-side index. Di�Forward maintains an index at each VDisk’s client to
promptly retrieve data from logs via point query. The index also acts as a guide to reschedule VDisk
writes to preserve strong consistency under Di�Forward’s di�erentiated forwarding. Besides, the
index automatically trims outdated nodes to keep it lightweight.

3.2 Burst Tra�ic Detection.
There are two reasons to realize the burst tra�c detection. One is to promptly discover the arrival
of overloaded tra�c on forwarding servers so as to trigger the tra�c migration at the client side of
each VDisk/segment; The other is to di�erentiate the tra�c into stable tra�c and burst tra�c, and
then only migrate the challenging burst tra�c. Moreover, the algorithm should be accurate at small
time granularity (e.g., at 100 milliseconds), and induce small CPU and memory overheads as well.

Recall that burst tra�c and stable tra�c respectively correlate with the two representative access
patterns we introduced in §2.3, which exhibits di�erent spatial and temporal characteristics, i.e.
distinct tra�c load and randomness. Di�Forward exploits this to detect the burst tra�c out of each
VDisk’s tra�c. Speci�cally, for each VDisk, we maintain a Virtual Request Queue (VRQ), and use its
length, &!⇢# , to estimate the incoming write tra�c intensity in real time. Suppose that the write
request sequence of a +⇡8B: 9 is A0, A1, A2,..., where A8 arrives at +⇡8B: 9 at time C8 and is to write
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Algorithm 1: Burst Tra�c Detection
Input :Current write request A8 ; Current time: C8 ;
Output :Whether write request A8 induces stable tra�c or burst tra�c

1 &!⇢#  &!⇢# � ' · (C8 � C8�1 ) ; // shorten VRQ

2 &!⇢#  min(&!⇢# , 0); // Limit QLEN � 0

3 C8�1  C8 ; // update time

4 if A8 is a A0=3>< request then,8  ,A0=3 else,8  ,B4@ ; // assign weight to A8
5 &!⇢#  &!⇢# +,8 · ;8 ; // lengthen VRQ

6 if &!⇢# > )� then
7 &!⇢#  )� ; // cap QLEN to TH

8 return 1DABC ; // A8 is identified as burst

9 else
10 return BC01;4 ; // A8 is identified as stable

data of length ;8 to o�set > 5 58 . When A8 arrives at a +⇡8B: , we insert it to VRQ by updating &!⇢#
in three steps. (1) Shorten the queue according to the VDisk’s average tra�c rate (Algorithm 1 line
1), formulated as

&!⇢# = &!⇢# � ' · (C8 � C8�1), (1)

where ' is the average tra�c rate, thus ' · (C8 � C8�1) is the expected length of the tra�c processed
within time interval [C8�1, C8 ]. (2) Weighing requests according to their spatial pattern (line 4). We
compare A8 ’s o�set with previous = requests, and de�ne its randomness A0=8 as

A0=8 =<8==�19=0 |> 5 58 � > 5 58� 9 |. (2)
If A0=8 is greater than a pre-de�ned threshold )A0= , we consider it as a random write, which is the
main source of burst tra�c according to our observation, and then assign a higher weight,A0=3 to
A8 ; Otherwise, we assign a lower weight,B4@ to A8 (Algorithm 1 line 4). In our experiments, = and
)A0= are set to 32 and 128KiB respectively, similar to previous works [40, 60], and,A0=3 = 2 ·,B4@ .
(3) Lengthen the queue due to A8 ’s arrival (line 5), formulated as

&!⇢#  &!⇢# +,8 · ;8 . (3)
As a result, when burst tra�c starts to arrive at a VDisk, due to its high randomness and tra�c
load, &!⇢# of the VRQ will be quickly accumulated up for requests’ higher weights (step 2) and
more intense queue lengthening (step 3). Once the &!⇢# is greater than a prede�ned threshold
)� , the detection algorithm would con�rm the arrival of burst tra�c (line 6-8), and inform to
launch the burst tra�c balancing procedure (§3.3). Note that &!⇢# is reset to )� each time when
a burst tra�c is detected (line 7), so as to switch its output back to stable once the current tra�c
spike has ended. By contrast, stable tra�c could pass through the VRQ without being detected (line
10). According to our experiments (see §5.5), the average recall and precision of the burst tra�c
detection algorithm are about 80% and 90%, respectively.

3.3 Distributed Log Store
Di�Forward adopts a distributed log store deployed atop forwarding servers to balance burst tra�c
at sub-second timescales. Suppose that there are = forwarding servers, denoted as �(0, �(1, ..., �(=�1.
For each +⇡8B:8 , we allocate a log ;>68 which is distributed among all forwarding servers, where
;>68, 9 is the sub-log of ;>68 on �( 9 . When a burst tra�c is detected, consisting of< write requests
A0, A1, ..., A<�1, each of the requests will be assigned an incremental serial number, then directed
to forwarding servers in a round-robin manner. Consequently, �( 9 receives A 9 , A 9+= , A 9+2= , ..., then
appends them to local ;>68, 9 as log entries 4=CA~ 9 , 4=CA~ 9+= , 4=CA~ 9+2= , ..., and �nally acknowledges
the writes. For example, Figure 7 shows how the log entries of +⇡8B:0 (appended to ;>60) and
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+⇡8B:1 (appended to ;>61) are assigned when the forwarding server number = is set to 3, where
yellow rectangles represent valid entries and grey rectangles represent outdated entries caused
by asynchronous log merging (§3.4). The numbers on each log entry mark their assigned serial
numbers. By doing this, each VDisk’s burst tra�c can be �nely balanced across forwarding servers,
so as the overall burst tra�c. In our experiments, the CoV and Max/Min of the overall burst tra�c
can be as low as 0.13 and 1.63, respectively.
Distributed log structure. distributed log store manages data and metadata of received write
requests, where data is the user-written raw data, while metadata is the attached descriptive
information. As Figure 8 shows, for each forwarding server, say �( 9 , upon receiving a write request
from +⇡8B:8 , �( 9 �rst appends the data into a data log ⇡!8, 9 , then packs the metadata into a
�xed-sized byte string and appends the string to metadata log "!8, 9 (e.g., the metadata �elds in
Figure 8). ⇡!8, 9 is composed of multiple local �les with a maximum capacity (1MiB), where data
are continuously being appended. Once a �le in ⇡!8, 9 is full, it will be sealed and replaced by a
new empty data log �le for appending the coming data. The sealed data log �les will be timely
removed once the logged entries in it have been merged into storage layer, and their storage spaces
are reclaimed (see details in §3.4).
Consequently, for +⇡8B:8 , its ⇡!8, 9 and"!8, 9 at server �( 9 together form its sub-log ;>68, 9 , and

sub-logs at all servers constitute the entire ;>68 . Since metadata logs and data logs of di�erent
VDisk are disjoint (e.g., ;>60 and ;>61 in Figure 7), intensive burst tra�c from multiple VDisks can
independently and concurrently written to distributed log store without location con�icts [8, 9, 69],
so as to enhance its writing e�ciency.
Distributed log write & read. The distributed log store provides the following APIs.
• AppendLog(write request A , log-id 8 , server-id 9 ) appends A to ;>68 ’s sub-log ;>68, 9 on server B 9 .
• ReadLog(log-id 8 , server-id 9 , range ') reads log data of +⇡8B:8 from range ' in data log ⇡!8, 9 .
• TraverseMeta(log-id 8 , serial-number =) gathers themetadata of log entries whose serial number
� = from ;>68 . It �rst noti�es all servers to scan their local metadata log "!8, 9 (0  9  = � 1)
and return the target metadata, then sorts the gathered metadata locally by their serial numbers
and completes the operation.

This group of APIs work as the building blocks for more complex operations as follows. First,
based on AppendLog, Di�Forward could easily realize the round-robin tra�c balancing strategy.
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Suppose there are = servers and< write requests A0, A1, ..., A<�1 of +⇡8B:8 , Di�Forward invokes
AppendLog(A; , 8 , ; mod =) for each A; (0  ;  < � 1) to balance the tra�c (Figure 9(a)). Second,
by combining ReadLog and TraverseMeta, Di�Forward could simultaneously realize range query
(traverse log entries by order) to facilitate Distributed Log merging (§3.4), and prompt point query
for VDisk clients (retrieve data by VDisk o�set) with the help of lightweight client-side index (§3.5).
Speci�cally, to traverse log from a speci�c position, suppose ;>68 from serial number # ,Di�Forward
�rst collects sorted metadata by TraverseMeta(8 , # ), and then traverse the ;>68 accordingly by
invoking ReadLog (Figure 9(b)). Meanwhile, to retrieve data by given VDisk o�set from the log, each
VDisk client �rstly gathers metadata via TraverseMeta, then caches and organizes the metadata
into an tree-structured index (§3.5), so as to search target data from logs promptly (Figure 9(c)). We
like to note that during the above reading processes, bene�ting from the separate management of
data and metadata, the critical TraverseMeta operation can be quickly done without prohibitively
expensive log data scanning.

3.4 Asynchronous Log Merging
Large-scale logs induce high storage overhead, and also complicate the indexes at VDisk clients.
Therefore, Di�Forward regularly merges distributed logs into storage layer in the background.
Log merging procedure. Each forwarding server, say �( 9 , continuously merges logs of VDisks,
say +⇡8B:1, +⇡8B:2,..., whose forwarding proxy is located at �( 9 , with the following four steps.
(1) �( 9 collects and caches the newest logmetadata of+⇡8B:1,+⇡8B:2,..., by invoking TraverseMeta.
(2) According to localmetadata, �( 9 selects current longest log, say ;>68 , then pulls log entries from

its head, i.e., which with the smallest serial number of all valid log entries.
(3) �( 9 transforms log entries in ;>68 back to write requests, and submits them to ?A>G~8 in their

original written order.
(4) �( 9 invalidates merged log entries in distributed log store, and returns to step 2.
For those log entries invalidated during the process, its state �eld in corresponding metadata

log is changed to outdated, and waits to be removed from distributed log store (e.g., in Figure 7,
+⇡8B:0’s has appended 11 entries to ;>60, among them, 4=CA~0 to 4=CA~3 have been invalidated). To
reclaim storage space from those invalidated log entries, �( 9 launches a garbage collection (GC)
thread to periodically scan local metadata logs. If the state �elds of all log entries in a sealed data
log �le are outdated, the GC thread will remove it.
Prioritized tra�c coordination. When �( 9 merges logs, pulling log entries from distributed log
store (step 2) and merging log entries to storage layer (step 3) will interfere the foreground requests
in a VDisk, leading to longer latency to VDisks. To guarantee low latency of the foreground requests,
Di�Forward assigns a higher priority to the foreground requests than the merging operations.

As Figure 10 shows, to enable �( 9 to perceive foreground tra�c timely, before sending a request,
each VDisk client will attach its local queue-depth !&⇡ to the message head. Then, by summing up
all received !&⇡s, �( 9 could maintain a global queue-depth⌧&⇡ , which represents the number of
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requests being forwarded or waiting to be forwarded by �( 9 . Upon receiving a foreground request,
�( 9 uses the attached !&⇡ to update⌧&⇡ , to keep pace with the real-time foreground tra�c status.
�( 9 in turn controls the log merging procedure based on its ⌧&⇡ :
• Case 1: ⌧&⇡ > 0. �( 9 suspends log merging and yields network bandwidth to foreground tra�c,
so as to ensure the SLA of latency-critical VDisks.

• Case 2: ⌧&⇡ = 0. �( 9 continues log merging, so as to fully utilize the idle network bandwidth to
reduce log size.
Owing to the timely log merging, Di�Forward allows cloud block service to enjoy the bene�ts

of distributed log store on balancing tra�c, while minimizing its overhead. In our experiment, the
average log size can be kept at ~3 MiB per log in average even under heavy foreground tra�c. And
the latency degradation to VDisks caused by log merging is fairly small (13% and 47% increase in
average and P99 latency, respectively).

3.5 Lightweight Client-side Index
Since part of VDisk’s data is appended to ;>68 , Di�Forward keeps a red-black tree '⌫)8 at each
VDisk’s client to retrieve data from ;>68 based on given VDisk o�sets. In '⌫)8 , each node corresponds
to an entry in ;>68 by recording its metadata, and all nodes are sorted by the their address range.
Before sending a write to distributed log store, VDisk’s client will insert a node into '⌫)8 to record
the write, and disables overlapping address range in '⌫)8 to keep all nodes’ total order. To serve
reads to VDisk8 , suppose to read address range ' = [o�, o� + len), the client �rst searches '⌫)8
to check if there is overlapping node with range '. If there is, the client gets the target data from
distributed log store according to the log position recorded by these nodes (data log name and o�set);
Otherwise, the client submits the read to its proxy to get data from storage layer directly.
Index trimming to keep index lightweight. To trim outdated nodes timely, we add a pointer
next to each node in '⌫)8 , which points to the node with the next serial number. Then all nodes
in '⌫)8 can be orderly linked as a chain. We also maintain a pointer index_head to point to the
node with the smallest serial number. When performing index trimming, we monitor the current
log head of ;>68 , i.e., the smallest serial number of all valid entries in ;>68 . Suppose it’s log_head,
then we repeatedly compare index_head’s serial number with log_head, as long as it’s less than
log_head, we delete the node pointed by index_head and move index_head one step forward
along next. For example, in Figure 11(a), index_head initially points to =>340 and log_head is 0.
Assume 4=CA~0 to 4=CA~3 are merged and invalidated, changing log_head to 4, then the index will
trim =>340 to =>343 in turn, making index_head equal to log_head (Figure 11(b)).
Writes rescheduling to preserve consistency. With Di�Forward’s di�erentiated forwarding,
naively direct stable writes to their proxies may cause a consistency issue. Suppose from VDisk8 ,
a burst write A1 updating address range ' = [o� 1, o� 1+len1] has been appended to ;>68 as 4=CA~1,
but not merged into storage layer yet, and meanwhile a stable write A2 also visits adress range '.
At this time, if A2 is naively directed to the ?A>G~1 which persists it into storage layer, there will
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be two versions of data in ', including an older version 4=CA~1 and the fresh version in storage
layer. Since '⌫)8 maps ' to 4=CA~1, subsequent reads visiting ' will get the older version, violating
consistency. Di�Forward reschedules write in advance to prevent such inconsistency, i.e., before
sending a stable write updating address range ', VDisk8 ’s client will �rstly search '⌫)8 to check
whether there are overlapping ranges with ' in ;>68 . If there are, the client would reschedule the
write to distributed log store, i.e., to append the write into ;>68 to make it the newest version. By
doing this, subsequent reads are guaranteed to get fresh data.
Accelerating index with counting bloom �lter.Maintaining the index requires the client to
insert nodes before writing to distributed log store, so as to use it for: i) searching for data positions in
distributed log store for subsequent reads based on their address ranges, and ii) detecting overlapping
address ranges for rescheduling subsequent stable writes. Due to the dominance of writes, at most
time, the client doesn’t need the concrete data position of searching range for operation i, but only
whether overlapping ranges exist for operation ii. So we can further accelerate the index searching
with a counting bloom �lter (CBF). As Figure 11(c) shows, when inserting nodes into an index, the
client just appends the nodes in a local queue and updates the CBF to record the write range with
only O(1) time complexity. The nodes in the queue are then inserted into RB-Tree asynchronously,
when the client has no tra�c to send or receive. Then the client could just look up in the CBF to
tell whether overlapping ranges exist. Once the client needs the concrete data positions to serve
reads, it instantly �ushes all waiting nodes at the queue, then search the up-to-date RB-Tree (Figure
11(d)). The accelerated index could prevent intensive inserts from delaying tra�c from clients in
case of burst tra�c. Due to its lightweight and combining CBF, accessing the index only increases
VDisk average write latency less than 10%, and increases average read latency about 1%.
Corner case handling. Index trimming may slightly lag behind log merging. As a result, a very
small number of outdated nodes may exist in '⌫)8 . To avoid getting outdated data, when reading
from logs, distributed log store �rst checks if the validity �eld in the target entry’s metadata has
been set to outdated. If it has, an outdated exception is returned to the client, forcing it to trim the
outdated node from '⌫)8 and retry the read. Similarly, if the client intends to read an uncompleted
entry, an uncompleted exception forces it to await and resubmit the request.

4 DISCUSSION
Finally, we discuss limitations in Di�Forward design, and present possible optimizations and key
challenges, while their implementation and evaluation are left to our future work.
Detection sensitivity adjustment. Di�Forward leverages a queue (VRQ) to detect burst tra�c
of each VDisk, during which the threshold of queue length (TH ) is kept as a static value in our
current design. Though TH could be manually altered to make a trade-o� between tra�c balance
and induced overhead (e.g., lower TH indicates higher sensitivity to burst tra�c, therefore better
tra�c balance but more system overhead, and vice versa), sub-optimal con�gurations may impede
Di�Forward’s performance, especially considering the variance and dynamics of real-world work-
loads. A straightforward solution is to allow Di�Forward to autonomously and dynamically tune its
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detection sensitivity according to administrator-de�ned requirements, e.g., minimizing end-to-end
latency or bounding system overhead; The main challenge lies in the precise prediction of system
behavior after adjustment, similar to automatically tuning parameters for databases. Therefore,
auto-tuning techniques, e.g, learning-based methods [42, 64, 74], could be employed to tackle it.
Fine-grained tra�c categorization.Di�Forward now categorizes overall tra�c from applications
into stable tra�c and burst tra�c, which dominate our production workloads. While we believe such
classi�cation is, for the most part, su�cient to achieve satisfactory tra�c balance, �ner-grained
categorization may help further enhance Di�Forward ’s adaptability. For example, rather than
the bimodal classi�cation, an optimized design would project the overall tra�c into a continuous
spectrum, then dispatch tra�c categories to their selected forwarding paths. Yet more complex
categorization and forwarding rules entail greater system complexity and even rigidity. To tackle
this, we could borrow ideas from software-de�ned storage (SDS) [29, 57, 62] to decouple speci�c
policies from the data plane. In that way, not only customized tra�c categorization and forwarding
rules are allowed to meet the diverse needs of clusters caused by variance in workload, hardware,
SLA/cost constraints, etc., but also dynamic rule addition to accommodate new tra�c patterns.
Opportunities to optimize tra�c management. Di�Forward focuses on balancing tra�c,
especially the trickier burst tra�c. However, the idea of separating tra�c by patterns also opens up
new opportunities for improving tra�c management in other aspects. For example, since categories
of tra�c may imply their respective cache requirements or SLA needs, they ought to be provided
with customized pre-fetching/caching policies and di�erent priorities similar to co-deployed best-
e�ort (BE) and latency-critical (LC) applications [16, 43]. To this end, relevant block traces should be
further explored, along with application-level information when necessary, to reveal the correlation
between tra�c categories and upper-level semantics.

5 EVALUATION
5.1 Setup
Testbed. Our experiments run on a cluster consisting of 6 bare-metal servers, connected via a
56Gb/s network. Each server has 2 Intel(R) Xeon(R) E5-2650 V4 CPUs, 64 GB memory and 1.6TB
NVMe SSD (Intel P4610), and runs Ubuntu 16.04 LTS. We use one machine to deploy VDisk clients
which replay workload traces and record latency. Meanwhile, we use the remaining machines as
proxy servers to forward tra�c from VDisk clients, and also use them as the storage servers as well.
We adopt Ceph Rados, a widely used distributed object store, as the Distributed Storage Core.
Workloads.We mainly focus on the publicly available could block trace [2], which is the largest
trace being public. It is collected from a production cluster and records requests of 1000 VDisks
running mainstream applications including operating systems, big data processing software, web
servers, etc. According to our observation on the trace, the workload exhibits obvious diurnal
pattern, i.e., the overall tra�c �rst stays rather low during 0:00 am - 8:00 am, then starts to increase
slowly from 8:00 am to around 11:00 am and keeps high tra�c until around 8:00 pm, after that it
falls back to a low tra�c rate. Therefore, we intercept two representative periods, and denote the
workloads asW1 andW2, respectively (see Table 1 for details).

Workload Name Period Tra�c Pattern Read/Write Tra�c (GiB)

W1 9am - 11am Rising 189/1617
W2 3pm - 5pm Steady 275/1767

Table 1. Workload description.
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Fig. 12. Tra�ic distribution a�er deploying di�erent approaches under workloadsW1 ((a)-(e)) andW2 ((f)-(j)).
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Fig. 13. Tra�ic balance metrics (CoV and Max/Min) under workloadsW1 and W2.

Comparison. We implement all the three approaches introduced in §2.4, including segmentation,
migration, and replication. Speci�cally, for migration, we implement two versions with di�erent
representative prediction strategies, including predicting VDisk tra�c as the average tra�c in the
last interval (Mig-avg), and predicting with EWMA by considering multiple previous intervals
(Mig-ewma). For replication, we implement the state-of-the-art replica selection strategy of C3 [58],
which selects the most appropriate replica by estimating the waiting and in-�ight requests, and we
adopt chain replication to synchronize replicas (Replication).
Default settings.We set the default segment size as 64GiB so as to limit the metadata management
overhead at clients, and we also study its impact by adjusting the segment size from 128GiB to
16GiB in §5.4. The default time interval of prediction and migration is set as 5s for migration,
a recommended value from production cluster to limit the migration overhead. As for network
provision setting, according to our observation on over 70 in-house cloud block service clusters
in production, we �nd that the average network utilization of all clusters is below 40%, and the
50/75/95 percentile utilizations are ~10%/~20%/~30%, respectively. Therefore, by default we limit to
use 30% network bandwidth to simulate the scenario of intensive tra�c, and we also adjust the
network provision to study its impact in §5.4.

5.2 Improvement on Tra�ic Balance
Tra�c distribution.We �rst evaluate the e�ectiveness of di�erent approaches in balancing the
tra�c among proxy servers by showing the tra�c distribution over time. We show the tra�c at
the most-loaded server (Max) and the least-loaded server (Min), as well as the average tra�c over
all servers (Mean). Figure 12(a) - 12(e) show the results under workload W1, and Figure 12(f) - 12(j)
show the results underW2. Note that the smaller the gap between di�erent curves is, the higher
degree of load balance is achieved. From the results, we can see that Di�Forward and Replication
realize much better tra�c balance among servers than Segmentation, Mig-avg, and Mig-ewma.
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Fig. 15. Read latency.

Besides, for Di�Forward and Replication, as tra�cs are more balanced, the tra�c sizes at the most
loaded server are largely reduced, and the tra�c spikes are also smaller.
Tra�c balance metrics. To quantitatively evaluate the improvement on the tra�c balance degree,
we further show the results of two balance metrics: CoV and Max/Min. CoV denotes the coe�cient
of variation and Max/Min is de�ned as the ratio of the tra�c at the most-loaded server to that
at the least-loaded server. Figure 13 shows the results under the two workloads. Compared with
segmentation, Di�Forward decreases CoV and Max/min by 66% and over 82%, respectively. Due to
the inaccurate tra�c prediction as mentioned in §2.4, migration even aggravates the imbalance
compared with segmentation. So Di�Forward achieves larger balance improvement compared
with mig-avg and mig-ewma (~70% and 85% for CoV and Max/Min). Finally, even compared with
Replication, which realizes the best balance among existing approaches,Di�Forward further reduces
the CoV and Max/Min by 24% and 25%, respectively.

5.3 Improvement on VDisk Latency
Now we evaluate the performance in improving VDisks’ latency. To minimize the impact of
segment size, for each tra�c balancing approach, we use the segment size leading to the best
result for comparison (64GiB for Segmentation,Mig-avg,Mig-ewma, and Di�Forward; no splitting
for Replication), and we will further discuss the impact of segment size on latency in §5.4. As the
setting of the network bandwidth also in�uences the latency, we provision the network bandwidth
to keep the average utilization at 30% in this experiment. Note that this utilization is very common
in production clusters, and we also study the impact of network provision in §5.4.

Figure 14 shows the write latency under the two workloads W1 and W2. First, for both average
latency and P99 latency,Di�Forward signi�cantly outperforms all existing approaches. For example,
for workloadW1, compared with Segmentation, Mig-avg, and Mig-ewma, Di�Forward decreases
the average write latency from 11.8ms, 14.3ms and 12.9ms to 6.3ms, and the reduction ratio is 47%,
56% and 52%, respectively. In addition, even though Replication realizes good balance, the average
latency (17.1ms) is even larger than other existing approaches due to the synchronization overhead.
As for the P99 tail latency, compared with Segmentation, Mig-avg, Mig-ewma, and Replication
Di�Forward recduces the tail latency from 230ms, 256.8ms, 246.0.1ms, and 227ms to 72ms, reduced
by ~70%. We have similar conclusion for workload W2.

For read latency, according to Figure 15, Di�Forward also achieves better performance compared
to all existing approaches. The reduction ratios are over 15% and 19% for the average and tail
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Fig. 17. Impact of di�erent segment sizes.

latency underW1, and the ratios are over 25% and 20% for the average and tail latency underW2. In
conclusion, Di�Forward could signi�cantly improve the write performance, which is more critical
for VDisks as the workload is write dominant, and it also slightly improves the read performance.

5.4 Impact of System Configurations
Impact of network provision. Recall that requests are blocked at the network of proxy servers if
the tra�c is too heavy (§2.1). We now adjust the network provision to make the network bandwidth
utilization keep at 10%, 20%, 30%, and 40%, respectively. As the network resource mainly a�ects
the latency performance, we show the average and P99 latency for both writes and reads in
Figure 16. First, we see that Di�Forward always outperforms existing approaches for both the
average and P99 latency under all network settings. The improvement is much larger for writes
compared with reads, and this conforms with previous results. Second, as the network utilization
increases, the latency also increases signi�cantly, especially when the utilization increases from
30% to 40%, the write latency increases exponentially. This also validates the reason why network
utilization is below 40% in all in-house production clusters we studied. Finally, we can see that
the improvement of Di�Forward usually becomes larger under higher network utilization, this is
because tra�c balancing becomes more meaningful when network resources are more scarce. In
particular, under 40% utilization, Di�Forward can reduce the average and P99 write latency by 66%
and 60%, respectively, compared with all existing approaches.
Impact of segment size. We now evaluate the impact of segment size. We divide VDisks into
segments of di�erent sizes (including no segmentation and segment sizes of 128GiB, 64GiB, 32GiB,
and 16GiB). We show both tra�c balance metrics (in Figure 17(a) and (b)) and VDisk write latency
(in Figure 17(c) and (d)). We see that under the same segment size, Di�Forward always improves
the balance with smaller CoV and Max/Min compared with other approaches. Besides, using
small segments indeed improves the degree of tra�c balance for all approaches. However, it also
introducesmetadatamanagement overhead for existing approaches and thus limits the improvement
on latency. For example, after segmenting VDisks, the same amount of tra�c is concurrently sent
through more network connections of di�erent segments proxies, and aggressive segmentation
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Fig. 18. Impact of di�erent sensitivity of detecting burst tra�ic: smaller V represents higher sensitivity.
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Fig. 19. Read and write latency breakdown.

causes contention between connections, thus degrading latency. Yet for Di�Forward, multiple
segments of aVDisk could share a same distributed log without inducing additional connections,
and since the most intensive burst tra�c is separated apart, the contention between remaining
contentions transferring stable tra�c could also be alleviated greatly. As a result, Di�Forward
achieves a consistent improvement on latency performance. For Replication, as it realizes replication
at a per-request granularity, segmenting the VDisks only brings extra overhead, so its latency is the
smallest in the case without segmentation. The results of Replication under 16GiB segment size
are not presented because replicating proxies further multiplies the number of connections and
therefore runs out of sockets.
Impact of tra�c detection sensitivity. There is a trade-o� between tra�c balance and system
overhead when setting the sensitivity of detecting burst tra�c, which depends on the threshold TH
of VRQs. Speci�cally, while higher sensitivity achieves better tra�c balance by directing more tra�c
to distributed logs, it induces more system overhead. By contrast, lower sensitivity reduces overhead
but causes worse tra�c balance. By default, we set the TH as the average accumulated tra�c of
each VDisk in 50 milliseconds. Now we manually tune the TH, by multiplying it with a variable
factor V , to investigate its impact on Di�Forward. Figure 18(a) shows the latency results under 30%
network utilization, with V set from 0.1 to 4. As we can see, compared with the best-performing case
(V around 0.5), both insensitivity and over-sensitivity contribute to sub-optimal end-to-end latency
due to consequent tra�c imbalance or excessive system overhead. Yet the impact shrinks when the
cluster is provided with rich redundant network resource, e.g., under 10% network utilization (see
Figure 18(b)). In §4 we discuss the autonomous and dynamic tuning of TH to help further optimize
Di�Forward, while its implementation and evaluation are left to our future work.

5.5 Performance Breakdown and Overhead
Latency breakdown. To better understand the bene�ts of each design technique in Di�Forward,
we further show the latency breakdown. The end-to-end latency can be divided into the following
parts: i) waiting time at clients as requests may wait at local queues before sending to proxy servers
through network, ii) data transmission time when transmitting data from clients to proxies for
writes or from proxies to clients for reads, and iii) time of persisting/retrieving data to/from the
storage layer for writes/reads. As segmentation also has the same three parts for latency breakdown,
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Fig. 20. Overhead analysis: (a) e�ectiveness of the burst tra�ic detection; (b) storage overhead of distributed
logs; (c) overhead of the index at clients; (d) overhead of log merging.

we take it as the baseline for comparison. Note that for Di�Forward, clients spend extra indexing
time to update or search its index before sending requests. As shown in Figure 19, for writes,
while the data persisting time is similar, both the waiting time and transmission time are reduced
signi�cantly for Di�Forward (by around 50% for average write latency, and by 76% and 77% for
P99 write latency, respectively). Besides, the extra time spent accessing index at the client-side is
limited compared to other parts of latency. This demonstrates that the design of Di�Forward is still
lightweight at clients. Compared with writes, since read requests are seldom blocked at the client,
and so the improvement is smaller, and it mainly comes from faster transmission of responses.
Accuracy of burst tra�c detection.We now evaluate the e�ectiveness of the burst tra�c detection
method in Di�Forward by showing both recall and precision. We de�ne the ground truth of burst
tra�c as follows. We �rst split each VDisk’s service time into 100ms intervals, then we select
those intervals in which the tra�c is 10 times higher than the average over the past one minute,
and consider the tra�c in these selected intervals as burst tra�c. Figure 20(a) shows the recall
and precision of our algorithm. As we can see, the median (50 percentile) recall and precision
of all VDisks lies roughly at 70% and 95%, and the average recall and precision are 0.8 and 0.92,
respectively. Therefore, our burst tra�c detectionmethod not only detects the burst tra�c accurately,
but also avoids high false positive by recognizing stable tra�c as burst tra�c.
Overhead of distributed logs.We monitor the size of the storage space occupied by distributed
logs at each proxy server. We focus on workloadW1 and provision the network to keep 30% network
utilization. Figure 20(b) shows the results. Due to the use of round-robin writes for the distributed
logs, the log sizes at di�erent servers are roughly the same during service time, and the log size at
each proxy server �rst gradually increases from ~2GiB when the overall tra�c becomes heavier
asW1 has an increasing tra�c pattern (see Table 1). The log size �nally remains stable at ~3GiB.
This demonstrates that despite burst tra�c with speed of hundreds of megabytes per second is
continuously appended to distributed logs, our timely log merging and garbage collection could
ensure the small storage space occupation of logs (GiB level).
Overhead of client-side index. By polling indexes of all 1000 VDisks, we monitor the size of
the client-side index, i.e., the number of nodes in the red-black tree, which directly determines its
memory footprint and inserting/searching e�ciency. Figure 20(c) shows both the average number
of index nodes and the peak number of index nodes of the 1000 VDisks under W1, where these
VDisks are sorted in a descending order. For 90% of VDisks, their average and peak index node
number are below 645 and 1658, and the largest index out of these 1000 VDisks has 6426 and 28953
nodes. Since each node only takes up ~70 bytes, the largest index among all VDisks only takes up
0.42 MiB on average, and 1.93 MiB at most.
Overhead of asynchronous logmerging.We now quantify the impact of performing log merging
on VDisk latency. Note that Di�Forward leverages prioritized coordination (PC) to coordinate
log merging operations by setting the foreground tra�c a higher priority than log merging. We
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compare it with other three cases: i) no log merging, i.e., directly removing sealed �les in data logs
without merging them to the storage layer. Note that this baseline can be regarded as the optimal
case (OP); ii) ASAP (as soon as possible) that maximizes the log merging speed by concurrently
pulling and merging all log entries of the selected log, and iii) CL (concurrency limited) that limits
the size of the concurrently merged log at 1 MiB. As shown in Figure 20(d), all schemes (ASAP,
CL and PC) introduce unavoidable latency increase. Compared to the optimal case, ASAP and CL
degrade the average latency by 44% and 38%, and degrade the P99 latency both by 300%.Di�Forward
outperforms other schemes, and it reduces the degradation ratio to 13% and 47%, respectively.

6 RELATEDWORK
Block-level trace analysis. A number of prior works have analyzed block-level traces in vari-
ous architectures from Windows servers [36, 49], containerized applications [31], to smartphone
applications [76]. Recently, Li et al. [40] conducted an extensive study on a large-scale trace of a
cloud block storage that supports diverse applications in production, uncovering various VDisks’
characteristics including their load intensity, read/write aggregation, RAW (read-after-write time),
WAW (write-after-write time), etc. In this work, we mainly focus on balancing the tra�c, especially
the burst tra�c, in the forwarding layer, and we also thoroughly investigate existing workload
traces to study the tra�c patterns so as to guide our design.
Block storage optimization. Many techniques have been proposed to optimize the performance
of cloud block storage. For example, Strata [21] partitions functions into an address virtualization
layer to meet the high performance of PCIe �ash devices. Salus [68] seeks to simultaneously
maximize scalability, robustness, and strong availability guarantees under server failures. Blizzard
[47] relaxes strong consistency to crash consistency and decouples the durability and ordering
requirements expressed by �ush requests, so as to improve the storage performance under intensive
small random I/Os. Ursa [38] presents an SSD-HDD hybrid structure and uses journals to bridge
their performance gap in order to achieve near-all-�ash performance at a lower cost. SWR [44] and
BCW [67] use SSDs as a faster bu�er to HDDs to keep high performance, while also lengthening
SSDs’ lifetime by bypassing SSDs as much possible. OSCA [75] is an online model based scheme for
cache allocation for shared cache servers of VDisks which could �nd a near-optimal con�guration
scheme at very low complexity. Di�er from these works, we intend to balance the tra�c at the
forwarding layer so as to optimize VDisks’ latency.
Load balance in distributed storage. Due to its critical importance for ensuring utilization and
meeting stringent SLA, load balance in distributed storage systems have been widely investigated.
For example, many balancing techniques have been proven to perform well in speci�c scenarios.
Fan et al. [26] show that adding a small and fast popularity-based front-end cache can ensure
load balancing for read-abundant storage systems. Some works [35, 41, 45] further exploit the
capabilities of programmable switch to cache hot items in the switch data plane, and route requests
to the appropriate nodes at line speed. By consuming extra network bandwidth, Narayanan et al.
[49, 50] o�oad written data of high-loaded servers or devices to less-loaded ones to balance I/O
load under write-intensive workload. In the meantime, lots of storage systems apply and combine
more general methods to ensure their load balance, including segmentation [6, 7, 12, 15, 19, 23, 53],
migration [22, 24, 30, 37, 39, 46, 54, 63], and replication [5, 58, 59, 61]. Rather than balancing the loads
from diverse applications uniformly, we adopt a di�erentiated approach to address the problem of
balancing both burst and stable tra�c at the forwarding layer for cloud block services.

7 CONCLUSION
In this paper, we develop a novel di�erentiated tra�c forwarding scheme Di�Forward for cloud
block services. Di�Forward accurately di�erentiates burst tra�c and stable tra�c in a lightweight
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manner at clients, and leverages di�erent forwarding paths so as to balance the burst tra�c
e�ciently at the subsecond time scale. Di�Forward utilizes distributed logs to balance burst tra�c
and manages the data in an asynchronous way to reduce overhead while still preserving strong
consistency guarantee. Experiments on our prototype demonstrate that Di�Forward outperforms
all existing approaches and thus signi�cantly optimizes the latency of accesses to VDisks under
di�erent network resource provisions.
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